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Exercise 1
For the EUCLIDEAN k-TSP problem, we are given pointsv1; : : : ;vn 2 Q2 in the plane and a param-
eterk 2 f1; : : : ;ng. The goal is to find a minimum length tour, visitingat least k nodes. Here the
length is measured using the Euclidean distances. Give a PTAS for this problem (by adapting Arora’s
algorithm).

Solution:
The first difference lies in the fact thatOPT � L does not necessarily hold. Letπ� be the cheapest tour,

visiting k cities. But we can guess the leftmost, rightmost, lowest andhighest visited city (there are� n4

combinations). Then we delete the cities, which are not within the square, spanned by these 4 cities. Then
OPT � L holds (after an appropriate translation/scaling).

We use the same definition for well rounded tours as Arora in the TSP algorithm. We apply the structure
theorem toπ� and obtain a well-rounded tour visiting the same set ofk cities of cost(1+O(ε))OPT . Next, we
argue, how to find it.

We use table entriesA(Q;k0;(s1; t1); : : : ;(sq; tq)) for every squareQ, k0 2 f0; : : : ;kg, q � 4=ε and portals
si; ti of Q. HereA(Q;k0;(s1; t1); : : : ;(sq; tq)) denotes the cost of the cheapest extension ofq subtours to a well-
rounded tour, whereith subtour goes fromsi to ti andk0 many nodes are visited insideQ. We can compute such
entries again bottom-up. LetQ1; : : : ;Q4 be the subsquares ofQ. Guess the visited portals of theQ j’s and the
numbersk j 2 N0, how many nodes are visited inQ j (andk1+ : : :+ k4 = k0). Look up and sum up the cost for
the according subtour extensions in the subsquares.

Exercise 2
For EUCLIDEAN STEINER TREE, we are giventerminals v1; : : : ;vn 2 Q2 in the plane. The goal is to
find the cheapest Steiner treeT , spanning all terminals. Here the cost of the tree is measured using the
Euclidean distances. For the Steiner treeT one is allowed to add arbitrary points fromQ2 as Steiner
nodes in order to make the tree cheaper. Give a PTAS for this problem.
Hint: If might be helpful to answer the following questions.

i) Argue, that the discretization still costsO(ε) �OPT .

ii) Which properties should awell-rounded Steiner tree have?

iii) How could suitable table entries for the dynamic program look like? How can you compute
them?

iv) How would the patching lemma be for Steiner trees?

v) What about the structure theorem for Steiner tree?



Solution:

i) We compute a bounding box as for TSP. Clearly we have to connect also the terminals that have distance
L=2, henceOPT � L=2. Next, any Steiner node must have degree� 3, hence the Steiner tree contains� 2n edges. The discretization changes the cost by at most 2n �2� 8ε �OPT .

ii) We call a Steiner treeT well-rounded, if it crosses each square only in portals and the number of crossings
per square are at most 4=ε .

iii) If we intersect a tree with a squareQ in the dissection, we obtain a forest. Hence, letP1; : : : ;Pq be
(disjoint) subsets of the portals ofQ. Then we want

A(Q;P1; : : : ;Pq) = cost of the cheapest forest consisting of treesT1; : : : ;Tq

insideQ;such thatTi spans the portalsPi: Furthermore

each node insideQ must be connected to some of these trees.

Similar to TSP, we consider the subsquaresQ1; : : : ;Q4 and guess how the optimum well-rounded forest
would cross theQi’s. Then we read the cost for the corresponding subforest from the table and sum up
their cost.

If Q is an empty square, the cheapest steiner forest, connectingeachPi can be easily computed sincejPij= O(1).
iv) The patching lemma for a Steiner treeT is actually even simpler: We consider a line segment` of length

s, which is crossed byT an arbitrary number of times. We cutT at `. Then we add line segments of
lengths each to the left and right and add a cost 0 edge, connecting both. This reduces the crossings to
1 and costs 2s.

v) For the structure theorem: We still haveOPT =Θ(1) �#crossings. Bending through portals works exactly
as for TSP. TheMODIFY procedure only needs a working patching lemma (which we have, see iv)).


